SUPERVISOR’S RESPONSIBILITY

The following legal opinions are in response to questions raised by the Board of Registered Nursing:

"Disciplinary Action Against Nursing Instructors"

“You have asked if a registered nurse employed as an instructor in an accredited school is subject to possible disciplinary action by the Board who, forced by her employer, takes back a previously failed student into the clinical phase of the curriculum, knowing that the student poses a threat to the health and safety of the patients she cares for due to her proven inability to perform nursing services.

CONCLUSION:

Such a registered nurse may be subject to possible disciplinary action for unprofessional conduct or for gross negligence.”

Department of Consumer Affairs
Legal Opinion
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"Supervision of Untrained Persons or Licensed Vocational Nurses"

May the Board of Registered Nursing discipline registered nurses working in a supervisory capacity for authorizing untrained persons or licensed vocational nurses to perform tasks which such supervising registered nurses knew or should have known they lacked the competency to safely perform?

CONCLUSION:

The Board of Registered Nursing may discipline registered nurses working in a supervisory capacity for authorizing untrained persons or licensed vocational nurses to perform tasks which such supervising nurses knew or should have known they lacked the competency to safely perform.
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